NEVER leave vehicle keys/fobs in your cars. Always lock your cars and ensure nothing of value is left in plain sight. Report suspicious activity by calling 240-544-5700.

AUTO THEFT
- 9/6/22 - Baldwin Ln.
- 9/7/22 - 3300 Block of Crain Hwy.

CARJACKING—ARMED
- 9/5/22 - 6200 Block of Grenfell Loop

ROBBERY—ARMED
- 9/4/22 - Quill Point Dr.

THEFT FROM AUTO
- 9/2/22 - Mackell Ln.
  - Madonna Ln.

Follow/like us on Facebook, Twitter, and Nextdoor (Bowie Police Department) for news and updates!

@bowiepdnews
@bowiecitypd

STOP SCAM ALERT

Don’t!

Learn the red flags of a scam. Any legitimate business will never require you to pay via gift card. Report suspicious activity by calling our Communications Center at 240-544-5700.